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Summary:

     1. Most advanced osteogenic loading system in the world. 

     2. These positions have been refined in their biomechanical positioning. 

     3. They are the most optimal for creating impact emulation. 

     4. What we are getting as people go through this process, is the benefit of high impact 
         force through the musculoskeletal system, without the risks. 

     5. There is a preferred order to go through the session. Don’t necessarily need to go in 
         that order, but there are reasons we follow an order. 

     6. We start with the muscles, tendons and joints and bones that are least likely to injure 
         in the extremities.

     7. Then you radiate inward until you get to the spine, with the Postural GT, which has the 
         greatest chance of injury. 

     8. There has never been issues with injury with proper usage of devices. 

     9. There is an issue of potentiation. We activate muscles in kinetic chains going inward 
         toward the spine. 

     10. You want to encourage people to start with the Lower GT, then the Upper GT. 
         Pushing muscles are less likely to be irritated, or cause a dysfunction, than pulling 
         muscles. 

     11. In order:
       a) First, lower body pushing, or Lower GT.
       b) Then move to upper body pushing, or Upper GT.
       c) Then move to the Core GT - which is upper body pulling.
       d) Postural GT is full body pulling.  

It is OK to Go Out of Order:

     1. Some people will want to go out of order for “muscle confusion.”
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     2. Muscle confusion theory: “confuse my muscles so they will grow faster.”

     3. It’s OK if they want to do that. There is no clinical research to back that statement up. 

     4. Ensure that they stick to the protocol that is guided through the software.

With a Circuit, You Can Have 4 People Going Through at the Same Time: 

     1. Individuals can be looking at each other, encouraging each other.

     2. Becomes more of a community feel and users can feed off each other’s energy.

     3. Business model in mind, you can take more people through quickly and increase your          
         center’s growth. 

     4. With 4 machines it takes pressure off the center for how many people you can have 
         and allows more room in scheduling. 
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Thank you for being a part of the OsteoStrong Team!
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